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• highly saline sea-30% saltier than the ocean 
• elevation -231 ft
• no outlet 
• largest lake in California
• cheapest real estate 
• sits on the Andreas fault
• split between 2 counties 
• managed by the state of California
• up until this month, it has been sustained by agricultural 

return flow water from the Imperial, Coachella and 
Mexicali valleys 

• water depths of 1-3 feet , deepest 50 feet 
• 35 miles long, 15 miles wide, and 110 miles to drive 

around. 
• major flyway for migratory birds supporting over 400 

species of birds 



• Video Presentation 
“The Salton Sea: A Sea Out of Focus”

• Elephant in the Room
• Photography Style
• Quintessential Salton Sea
• History
• Challenges
• Finding your way

https://vimeo.com/249721216


The Elephant in the Room
Under the terms of a 2003 agreement, IID agreed to transfer large 
quantities of irrigation water to San Diego while providing a 
pathway for the state of California to restore the Salton Sea. 
California agreed, also in 2003, to restore the Salton Sea. There 
was research and bills passed; but funding never materialized. 
Between 2003 and 2017, IID provided “mitigation” water to sustain 
the Sea; however, it now has stopped and the Sea will shrink 
rapidly. In November of 2017, finally it was passed that California 
will be held responsible for restoration and to carry through with 
their 10-year plan. A decade from now, it is projected an additional 
60,000 acres of lakebed will be exposed. Toxic dust threatens a 
multi-state area; Phoenix to Los Angeles. Increased salinity would 
cause fish die-off, migratory birds would be displaced. We could 
have a massive health, environmental and economic crisis if the 
plan is too late. In June, voters need to approve bonds to fund the 
project.



Style of Photography

• Team with my husband
• Diopter
• Documentary-style
• Sense of discovery, no 

expectation
• “Accept things as they are 

and beauty reveals itself.”
• Know you are in the right 

place at the right time
• Stay a little longer
• Think simple
• Drive down alleys
• Shoot in threes











.



.

“Moon Music”, to me, 
represents the soul of the sea. 

The precision of flight, 
intelligence, and undeniable 

perfection. 



Quintessential Salton Sea
• Abandoned buildings from the 1970-Back to back floods-advised to evacuate and 

they never came back
• Modern architecture-Albert Frey designed the North Shore Marina
• Double trailers
• Train
• Turquoise mailboxes
• Playa
• Viewing decks
• Active agriculture
• Residents-rode golf cards and bike because next gas 20 miles away-was white 

retires now mostly blacks from LA
• Wind
• Migration
• Reflecting quality of the Sea
• Algae bloom
• Geothermal activity
• Bright stars
• Art expression in the form of graffiti



Abandoned Buildings







Modern Architecture



Newly renovated…nice gym, restrooms, attendants and several rooms for community use.

North Shore Yacht Club was designed by Albert Frey; it opened in 1959. 

Example of Desert Modernism

Beach Boys, Jerry Lewis, Marx Brothers and Guy Lombardo were members here.
Major flood in 1981 destroyed the jetty.



Albert Frey







Double Trailers







The Train



Turquoise Mailboxes





Viewing Decks





Active Agriculture





Residents















Wind







Migration







Unit 1 off of Vendel Road.









Reflecting Sea





East and West Views





Algae Bloom

Starts in April



Algae Bloom and Sulfide Smell
The sea is high in nutrients (partly because of the fertilizer in 
the run off) making a very productive ecosystem and large 
scale algae blooms. When algae dies, it sinks and creates a 

layer at the bottom of the sea where there’s no oxygen. The 
wind stirs it up, bacteria eats the dead organic matter 

creating hydrogen sulfide gas. Hydrogen sulfide gas is as 
toxic as cyanide and causes extreme damage to the central 

nervous system, eventually destroying the ability to 
breathe. The toxic gas, along with high levels of salinity, 

result in millions of fish dying every year. Only one species 
of fish remaining, the tilapia, a warm-water fish (does not 

survive below 50 degrees.)







Playa



Geothermal





Graffiti







Art installation April, 2017.



Quintessential Salton Sea
• Abandoned buildings from the 1970-Back to back floods-advised to evacuate and 

they never came back
• Modern architecture-Albert Frey designed the North Shore Marina
• Double trailers
• Train
• Turquoise mailboxes
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• Viewing decks
• Active agriculture
• Residents-rode golf cards and bike because next gas 20 miles away-was white 

retires now mostly blacks from LA
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March 16, 2017



November, 2017

Funding for the state’s plan remains 
uncertain. So far, $80.5 million has been 
approved. California voters will have the 
opportunity to approve $200 million more 
for Salton Sea projects as part of a $4 
billion bond measure on the ballot in June.
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